Seeker After Truth to Fullerton Ford, in tones of icon satirization. For thesea, there was no enjoyment of a confused. This is a very unattractive trait, which characterizes the people of the region, as they act and feel more than they do when they are not受影响.

The colonel is known for his passion for long walks, his love for nature, and his unwavering spirit. He is a man of great integrity and a staunch advocate for the environment. His dedication to his family and his community is unparalleled, and his legacy will live on for generations to come.

The Trend of Fashion

BY DOA PARDOUGHS

Today there is a prevalent interest in the"The Trend of Fashion" which is not only limited to the people of the town, but it has also spread to the countryside. The fashion industry has witnessed a significant shift in recent years, with consumers favoring more sustainable and ethical choices.

The "plaid made easy" trend is particularly popular among the younger generation, who are looking for clothing that is both stylish and environmentally friendly. This trend involves incorporating plaid patterns into everyday clothing, such as shirts, jackets, and dresses, making it a versatile and fashionable choice for a wide range of occasions.

Another popular trend is the "upcycling" movement, which encourages people to repurpose old clothing and accessories into new and unique pieces. This not only reduces waste but also promotes creativity and individuality.

In conclusion, the fashion industry is constantly evolving, and it is exciting to see how consumers are embracing more sustainable and ethical practices. The "plaid made easy" trend and upcycling are just two examples of how the fashion industry is becoming more sustainable and inclusive.

Continued on page 15
Useful Garments for Morning Wear

As Apron or Dress

This one-piece garment is designed to be worn either as an apron or as a dress. When intended to serve as a dress it can easily be made up entirely as an apron, as mentioned in the illustration, No. 4560, page 50. The garment is cut on princess lines, with a petticoat under the center front and back. This is shown in the figure in the waistline. The side-seams are joined to the center panels by French darts, running from the shoulder seam to the hem of the garment. Attached in front, with a front panel, are two large pockets, with elongated tongues along the seam, to avoid tearing. The sleeves are of bishop design, with a triple pleat at both shoulder and elbow, where they end.

As shown, the garment was made as an apron or working-dress. The material was a fancy print and all seams were made to match. The finished effect is that of a maid long, or almost like those. When a plain apron is desired, a heavy, inexpensive material may be used. The sleeves may be shaped, but the bodice may be easy enough to be worn, and the apron may be made in any size.

The pattern, No. 4560, is cut in sizes from 32 to 42 inches bust measure. To make the dress in the medium size will require 51 yards of 36-inch material. Price of pattern, 10 cents.

For the Housewife

The good housewife whom scripture praises in such high terms is sure to be a woman of neatness of habit. She is one who will appreciate the style and simplicity of the dress illustrated henceforth, No. 4650.

of a separate poplin; again it is frankly a continuation of the upper part of the coat.

Great Varieties in the Poplin. - The coat tail has become the poplin, or it is its reverse? No matter, the result is exactly the same. The poplin has become a necessary feature of the modern coat. In some models, much of the cutaway, it can hardly be called a poplin; but even these are cut straight across at the waist, and the tails form a separate and distinct portion of the coat. There is a preference for the derby coat with a separate poplin, and one of the best liked of all is the sable-colored one. Naturally this is not for the lighter arrangement, except for the softer materials.

All of the lightweight coats are very similar to those of the coat, in their shape, as are the woolen crepe and silk coats. They are high, the design of the coat, with a large, flower of silk or chiffon, and the blouse being the same, so that one has to examine it closely to pick out the various fabrics. It is on an afternoon-dress, even in small quantities, a wonderful thing. Pace a lining flat on a collar of dark colored satin or velvet.

The use of metallic threads is one of the latest habits of all kinds. We no longer know the various laces by their former names, in all of these are still in use and have always been, and it is the metal that claims our attention. They are in the main rather solid foundations of fabric, the oriental satin with flowers and long, decorative threads, and so on, is the chief line seen. This gives the coat a peculiar value, and it is this that makes the coat as varied as any woman's possible wishes.

The shadow lines are also much liked. Here, of course, the metallic threads are introduced in the designs of many specimens. These seem to be the ones most likely to be little fancy vests, for chemises and similar draperies. They are also most in vogue for the new puff sleeve.

This is the feature of present-day gown. The full-length, fitted sleeve is worn on many dresses and on most coats, but the afternoon-frock, the evening-dress, the dress-bodice, and the separate poplin have widely varying sleeves. The chief difference among the one which is the same with the wide armhole and the kimono-top, and the other which is the long, flowing lower portion of the coat, or puff is adjusted in various ways. In many of these, the arm is inserted in the armhole, and the lower part is left out. The newer and preferred fashion is to turn the arm over the puff and apply it on the outside of the armhole.

This is the reason why the coat is so wide and easy to the way of the coat. It is not very full, but it is always very soft and it forms a pretty fill over the lower part of the flat hand usually forming a sort of cuff above the armhole. The material of this is soft enough to be a matter of taste. Of course it must be soft, but it need not be thin, it may be a little voile, or even puffed velvet, or some of the new fancy velvet, or muslin.

No matter what the material, however, the rule holds that in color the puff must match the body of the coat. Naturally there are some examples in the coats which are not, but these are mainly in evening dresses, and in some of the homes, and in some of the houses, and in some of the houses, that have a vest and collar and puff of one material, while the main bodice, given the effect - if not given the effect - of a different fabric. This is not the case in the one-color suits, and it is good to stick to prevailing ideas in this kind.
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Perfect Hearing!

brought to sufferers from deafness by the remarkable
new invention—Just out!—The Improved 1913 Model
NEW 4-TOE Ear Phone

The maker of these perfect hearing instruments has
been granted a new patent, giving a different
feature to the hearing aid.

The Ear Phone has been designed
especially for deaf people who
require a special hearing aid.

- FREE TRIAL OFFER -

FREE TRIAL—No cost for trial.

FREE TRIAL—No obligation.
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A postcard trip through the great PANAMA CANAL

52
Magnificent, colored Postcards

Fifty-two different subjects with a full description of each view on the back, telling you all about the pictures and the wonderful Panama Canal.

Given for Two Subscriptions

These illustrations give but a mere idea of the rare value of these cards, but are the best black and white can do; you must see them to fully appreciate them. Read our liberal offer

SEE THE "GREAT DITCH" AS IT LOOKS TO-DAY

The herculean task of connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans is not yet completed, but the waterway is now open for navigation. Despite the fact that the first vessel can pass through, our wonderful set of postcards, showing the actual construction of the Canal will become a great collector's piece. We are not offering them for publication, and think the best bid in the world would be the combined offer of three publishers, that we can in the present condition of the market.

WHERE YOU GO AND WHAT YOU SEE

With these cards you can have a complete trip across the isthmus. Every scene has been photographed as it actually exists, and the pictures are sent straight from the printing presses to your home. For every one of our subscribers we shall send these cards at the special price of 52 cents, if you will return the cards to us within 30 days of receipt; otherwise, they will cost $1.00.

Concluded on page 20

From the second postcard page, we find the text continues with a description of the views related to the Panama Canal.

A Postcard Trip Through the Great PANAMA CANAL

52 Magnificent, Colored Postcards

Fifty-two different subjects with a full description of each view on the back, telling you all about the pictures and the wonderful Panama Canal.

Given for Two Subscriptions

These illustrations give but a mere idea of the rare value of these cards, but are the best black and white can do; you must see them to fully appreciate them. Read our liberal offer

SEE THE "GREAT DITCH" AS IT LOOKS TO-DAY

The herculean task of connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans is not yet complete, but the waterway is now open for navigation. Despite the fact that the first vessel can pass through, our wonderful set of postcards, showing the actual construction of the Canal will become a great collector's piece. We are not offering them for publication, and think the best bid in the world would be the combined offer of three publishers, that we can in the present condition of the market.

WHERE YOU GO AND WHAT YOU SEE

With these cards you can have a complete trip across the isthmus. Every scene has been photographed as it actually exists, and the pictures are sent straight from the printing presses to your home. For every one of our subscribers we shall send these cards at the special price of 52 cents, if you will return the cards to us within 30 days of receipt; otherwise, they will cost $1.00.

Concluded on page 20
An Attractive New Table-Set

There are twenty-one pieces

This table-set includes all the linen necessary to set the table properly, and make it attractive. There are the round centerpiece 18 1/2 inches, six plate-dollies 5 inches, six tumbler-dolls 2 1/2 inches, an oval platter-doll 14 1/2 inches, an oval tray-doll 12 inches, and six napkin-rings. These napkin-rings have the widest all around, and it is intended to close them with a button and a button-hole placed respectively in the center of each end.

Special Holiday Offer

Send us a check of three subscriptions to this paper at our regular subscription-price of 10 cents each, and we will send each subscriber this paper one year, and we will send you this complete Table-Set, stamped on good-quality linen all ready to embroider.

Premium No. 1841

Address NEEDLECAST, Augusta, Maine

Pretty Garments for the Girl and Boy

Boys' Blouse-Suit

TITLIE boys always look well in the blouse-suit. In this model, the blouse is quite plain, open a little at the neck, and has no sleeves, but has a wide collar to form the blouse collar. The suit-packet, No. 6097, is cut in sizes for 4, 6, 8, and 10 years old. To make the suit in the 8-year size will require 14 yards of 36-inch material, and 1 yard of 24-inch contrasting goods. Price of pattern, 10 cents.

Boys' Blouse-Suit

THIS blouse suit, No. 6099 and 6098, is, like a thousand and one others, by itself; but it has one novelty in the trousers, which are straight and open at the lower edges. The trousers are in one of the novelties which the present season has brought us; the blouse - portion of the suit is open at the waist, opening the front of the dress. At the neck and 15 yards. To make the dress in the 8-year size will require 14 yards of 36-inch material. Price of pattern, 10 cents.

Girls' Blouse-Dress

THE simple blouse or dress, No. 6052, is one of the most charming things little girls of school age are wearing this fall. It is easy to make, and the dress is very attractive. To make the dress in 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 years will require 14 yards of 36-inch material. Price of pattern, 10 cents.

The Trend of Fashion

Concluded from page 29
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